
AGEING

BLEND 65% Merlot - 20 % Cabernet Franc - 15% Cabernet Sauvignon

80% new barrels - 20% barrels 1-wine

VINIFICATION

CHATEAU BELLEFONT-BELCIER - CHATEAU TOUR SAINT CHRISTOPHE - ENCLOS TOURMALINE - CHATEAU HAUT-BRISSON - CHATEAU LA PATACHE - ENCLOS DE VIAUD - CHATEAU LE REY

1 lieu-dit Cassevert 33330 Saint Christophe des Bardes, France
Tel : +33 5 57 24 77 15 - Fax : +33 5 57 74 43 57- contact@vignoblesk.com - www.vignoblesk.com

Parcel Management, traditional farming, natural grassing, respect of en-
vironmental balance. Plot by plot in temperature-controlled wooden and
concrete vats. Gentle extraction with careful attention to temperature
tresholds.

TASTING

Created in the late 18th century, the Bellefont-Belcier estate is perfectly situated on Saint-Emilion’s south-facing slopes,
neighbourhing Château Pavie, Château Larcis-Ducasse and Château Tertre Roteboeuf.

Château Bellefont-Belcier originally belonged to a very powerful Bordeaux family: at the end of the 18th century, the
Count Louis-François de Belcier had first founded the vineyard then, at the beginning of the 19th century, he build the
Château which he named Bellefont (Belle Fontaine means ‘beautiful fountain’ and is a reference to the numerous springs
hidden on the hillside into which the vines plunge their roots.)

Major restructuring work in the vineyard was undertaken in 1994. Château Bellefont-Belcier was classified in 2006 as
Grand Cru Classé.

Peter Kwok acquired the property in 2017.

SURFACE 13,5 hectares

SOILS Limestone plateau, south-facing clay-limestone slopes and plots at the
foot of the slopes

CHÂTEAUBELLEFONT-BELCIER 2016 - FACTS

HARVEST DATES

PRODUCTION

October 11th to October 22nd 

35 000  bouteilles
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« Wow. This really excelled in 2016 with so much intensity and focus. Dark berry and

floral character. Full and tight. Superfine tannins. Excellent. »  
James Suckling April 2017
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“The last vintage for the previous owners is just super. The wine is so, sexy, po-
lished, ripe and vibrant, with a strong floral note, that adds to all the ripe, dark
red berries, licorice and earthy notes.”
Jeff Leve May 2018

« The 2016 Bellefont Belcier is a blend of 65% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc and 15% Ca-
bernet Sauvignon matured in 80% new oak. It has a satisfying if not sensational bou-
quet that does not quite get to grips with its propitious terroir as I was hoping. This
came across as a little muted perhaps. The palate is sweet and velvety on the entry
with a fine bead of acidity. It gathers pace, gaining more intensity towards its spice-
tinged finish with a hint of graphite courtesy of the Cabernet Sauvignon, although I
was seeking a little more length on the aftertaste. There is certainly good aging po-
tential here, and I suspect that it will come together nicely once in bottle.»  
Neal Martin April 2017
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« Bellefont-Belcier is superb in 2016. An exotic mélange of graphite, gravel, smoke,
cured meats and inky dark fruit hits the palate as this virile, potent Saint-Émilion
shows off its personality. The 2016 has been impressive on the three occasions I have
tasted it so far. Vibrant, lifted and exuberant, it possesses striking aromatic brilliance
to play off the rich, dark flavors. Beams of supporting tannin and acidity give further
drive. This is an impressive showing.»  
Antonio Galloni April 2017
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